
WhO WE ARE 
We actively champion filmmakers by connecting them to a 
supportive community of like-minded artistic professionals 
and cost-efficient, dependable resources and educational 
tools. We also provide an outlet for artistic expression, 
collaboration, and evaluation through our labs and 
international film festival.

WE MAKE MOVIES is redefining what it means to be a film 
studio. We are a film collective with a thriving worldwide 
community, a service hub for all pre-pro, production, and 
post-production needs, a practical alternative to film 
school, and a digital branding and marketing agency for  
businesses, organizations, and indie artists alike.

Our goal is to empower our fellow filmmakers, provide 
a custom experience tailored to the needs of each 
project, budget, and artist, and ultimately bridge the 
gap between the filmmaker and the business of film.  

Visit www.wemakemovies.org to make the movie you want to see. 

http://www.wemakemovies.org/


What can we do  

MEMBERSHIP PLATFORM01
Our membership platform wemakemovies.org is the hub for filmmakers 
to discover upcoming virtual and live events, access an on-demand 
library of filmmaking courses, and workshop their latest project 
through our content development pipeline.  

PRODUCTION SERVICES
We Make Movies production services provide á la carte or full 
packages of development, pre-production, production, post, 
marketing, and audience creation solutions for the modern filmmaking 
workflow. 

CREATIVE SERVICES
Our Creative Services, wmmcreative.com, division solves marketing, 
branding, and content creation challenges for businesses and 
organizations of all sizes by delivering aspirational, eye-catching new 
media content produced at Hollywood and modern marketing 
standards.
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FOR YOU

WMM International film festival04 The We Make Movies International Film Festival (wmmintlfilmfest.com) grew out 
of our passion for sharing the works of independent artists from within our 
community, and has expanded to showcasing hundreds of projects from 
international filmmakers with a similar sense of DIY courage and the ability to 
deliver a vision on a low-budget. 

MAke your feature competition
Our latest endeavor, the MAKE YOUR FEATURE COMPETITION, promises to 
challenge the industry at large by creating a viable and sustainable investment 
model for film financing and development. The purpose is to create an 
experience in which both the investors and the filmmakers effectively collaborate 
to make a creative work of art while also staying accountable to the business side 
of filmmaking.

SMARTPHONESTUDIO.TV
Lastly, our smartphonestudio.tv features free tutorials on creating, shooting, 
and editing pro video content on your mobile device based around the hands-
on curriculum WMM has taught around the world to people of all ages. 
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Visit www.wemakemovies.org to make the movie you want to see. 

http://wemakemovies.org/
https://www.wemakemovies.org/productionservices
http://wmmintlfilmfest.com/
http://wemakemovies.org/competition
http://smartphonestudio.tv/
http://www.wemakemovies.org/


Production Insurance & Permitting

HASSLE-FREE TURNKEY SERVICE01
Our production services range from the developmental stage 
all the way through distribution, and one such service is 
getting your project insured and appropriately permitted. 

SAVE ON YOUR PRODUCTION BUDGET

Making sure your gear, locations, and the people on your set 
are protected is essential. By hiring We Make Movies as a 
producer on your short film, web series, music video, or 
content creation shoot, your project can be covered under 
our policy (making production insurance much more 
affordable than purchasing a policy alone!).
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SIMPLIFY YOUR PROCESS 03
Similarly, securing locations and acquiring the proper permits 
from Film LA or other city agencies can be a confusing 
process. We Make Movies can walk you through the steps or 
do it for you, depending on the needs of your project.

GET MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

In addition WMM is offering two FREE months of a We Make 
Movies Silver membership for consulting and working with our 
team.
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Visit www.wemakemovies.org to make the movie you want to see. 

WHY CHOOSE US

Contact productionmanagement@wemakemovies.org with any questions or feel free to fill out our intake form. 

http://www.filmla.com/
https://www.wemakemovies.org/membershiplevels
http://www.wemakemovies.org/
mailto:productionmanagement@wemakemovies.org
https://www.wemakemovies.org/insurance


"There were times where we needed more coverage for a 
location and WMM was always quick to make whatever 
adjustments where needed to make sure my production went 
smoothly."  

Skinner Myers (Writer / Director)

We Make Movies is the dependable and affordable production 
company that offers practical solutions and guided support to 
filmmakers. We take on the more tedious aspects of content 
creation so artists can be artists and focus on the creative side. 

Visit www.wemakemovies.org to make the movie you want to see. 

“I can't stress enough the peace of mind the insurance gave me. I 
have witnessed on set injuries and property damage and there is 
no way someone should shoot a film without this service. It is also 
essential if you want to work with SAG/AFTRA actors on New 
Media Contracts ("Jes and Lora" and "Life's a Pitch") or Short 
Project Agreements ("Compel")."  

Patrick Coleman Duncan (WMM Member)

Production Insurance & Permitting
WHAT PEOPLE SAY

http://www.wemakemovies.org/

